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Does CT scanning predict the likelihood of a positive transbronchial biopsy in sarcoidosis?
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ABSTRACT

Background: Transbronchial lung biopsy (TBB) has a variable diagnostic yield in sarcoidosis. It was hypothesised that the extent and pattern of parenchymal disease on CT scanning would predict the likelihood of a positive TBB result.

Methods: Patients with sarcoidosis (n = 77) were included if they had undergone a CT scan within 6 weeks of TBB. Ethnicity, symptoms, pulmonary function and site and results of TBB and bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) were recorded. CT scans were scored quantitatively for patterns of parenchymal disease (nodular, reticular, consolidation and ground glass) on a lobar basis.

Results: 39 patients (50.6%) had a positive TBB. Symptoms, ethnicity, treatment, lung volumes and chest radiographic stage were not predictors of a positive biopsy. Female gender, reduced percentage predicted carbon monoxide transfer factor and a higher percentage of lymphocytes in the BAL fluid were associated with a positive biopsy, as were higher total lung score, reticular pattern and ground-glass opacity. The associations were more significant for the total lobar score and the lobar ground-glass score of the lobe biopsied. On multivariate analysis gender, percentage of lymphocytes in the BAL fluid and total lung score were independent predictors of a positive TBB.

Conclusion: The total extent of parenchymal disease on the CT scan in addition to the pattern and lobar distribution predicts the likelihood of a positive TBB at bronchoscopy.

The diagnosis of sarcoidosis is based on a compatible clinical and radiological presentation and histological evidence of non-caseating granulomas with negative mycobacterial and fungal cultures.¹

Over 90% of patients with sarcoidosis present with pulmonary involvement and bronchoscopy with transbronchial biopsy (TBB) is a convenient and safe method of securing a histological diagnosis. However, the diagnostic yield from TBB is variable ranging from 44% to >90%.²⁻⁴

Efforts have been made to identify factors which are associated with obtaining a positive TBB. Sampling the lobe with the greatest parenchymal involvement on chest radiography, sampling more than one site and increasing the number of biopsies taken (up to perhaps 10 in stage 0/1 disease) are associated with an increased yield.²⁻⁶ Neither symptoms nor abnormalities of pulmonary function are independent predictors of biopsy result once radiographic staging is removed.² With advancing chest radiographic stage of disease the yield at TBB appears to increase, but no studies have specifically addressed the correlation between CT findings and TBB yield. We hypothesised that the extent, distribution and pattern of parenchymal disease on the CT scan would predict the likelihood of a positive TBB.

METHODS

Patients with a diagnosis of sarcoidosis undergoing bronchoscopy and TBB at Green Lane and Auckland City Hospitals, with a CT scan within 6 weeks, were identified retrospectively from bronchoscopy records. Ninety-seven potential subjects were identified, but 20 were excluded owing to incomplete clinical records or missing CT scans.

Demographic data, pulmonary function results and the site and results of bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) and TBB were recorded from clinical notes. European Community Coal and Steel (ECCS) predicted values were used for pulmonary function data and results expressed as a percentage of the mean predicted values. A positive TBB was defined as a non-caseating granuloma in the absence of positive tissue stain for organisms.

The CT scans were retrospectively assessed in random order by an experienced observer (DM) without knowledge of the bronchoscopy result or lung function tests. CT patterns quantified were: (1) nodules up to 8 mm in diameter; (2) a reticular pattern (ie, interlacing linear opacities including thickened interlobular septa) or honeycombing; (3) ground glass opacification; and (4) consolidation.

The extent of individual CT patterns was estimated in each lobe as follows: grade 1, <25% of the lobe; grade 2, 26–50% of the lobe; grade 3, 51%–75% of the lobe; grade 4, >75% of the lobe. The total extent of each pattern was determined by adding the scores in the six lobes, providing a 25-point scale (0–24). The total extent of parenchymal disease (total lung score) was determined by adding the total extent of each pattern.

Statistical analysis

Continuous demographic and clinical variables are reported as mean (SD) values and BAL and CT score variables are reported as median (interquartile range). A χ² test was applied to compare categorical variables between positive and negative biopsy groups, and the Fisher exact test was used where appropriate. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare CT patterns between positive and negative biopsy groups. Logistic regression was used to identify significant predictors for positive biopsy outcome. Independent predictors with p<0.15 in univariate analysis were further assessed by multiple logistic regression. Models with different combinations of significant independent predictors were investigated and the final models were selected based on adjusted p value, maximised
area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) and low Akaike’s information criterion (AIC).

RESULTS
Seventy-seven subjects (50.6% male) were included of mean (SD) age 42.4 (12.7) years and ethnicity: European (76.6%), Polynesian (10.4%), Indian (9.1%). The chest radiographic stage was as follows: stage 0, 2.6%; stage 1, 38.9%; stage 2, 19.5%; stage 3, 28.6%; stage 4, 7.8%; unknown, 2.6%. Cough was the most common symptom (n = 37) followed by dyspnoea (n = 25) and wheeze (n = 7). Twelve patients had no respiratory symptoms. Lung function was well preserved: mean forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) 89.9% predicted; forced vital capacity; TBB, transbronchial biopsy; T.LCO, carbon monoxide transfer factor.

Comparison between patients with and without parenchymal disease on the chest radiograph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive biopsy, No (%)</th>
<th>Negative biopsy, No (%)</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest radiograph stage 0/1 (n = 32)</td>
<td>Chest radiograph stage 2/3/4 (n = 43)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive biopsy, No (%)</td>
<td>14 (43)</td>
<td>24 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CT score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>5 (3, 6)</td>
<td>15 (9, 20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION
In accordance with published guidelines, a tissue diagnosis of sarcoidosis is usually recommended unless the patient has presented with Lofgren’s syndrome or with typical HRCT features in the context of compatible clinical features. TBB is a generally well tolerated day case procedure that is associated with a low complication rate but, as many patients have no symptoms at the time of presentation, any invasive procedure must be justified. The diagnostic yield of TBB in published studies varies from 44% to 90%, generally higher with increasing chest radiographic stage of disease. This study, perhaps surprisingly, did not find a significant difference between chest radiographic stage and result of biopsy. However, it does show that both the extent of parenchymal disease and the distribution on the CT scan relative to the biopsy site can predict the likelihood of a positive TBB, with reticular and ground-glass patterns particularly associated with a positive biopsy result. Previous studies that have commented on CT appearances in relation to TBB yield have made little reference to the extent and distribution of parenchymal disease, albeit noting that parenchymal disease is often evident on the CT scan in those with stage 0–1 chest radiographs.

Relationship between chest radiography and TBB yield
In this study 40% of the patients had stage 0/1 chest radiographs yet all but one had evidence of parenchymal disease on the CT...
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Table 3  Extent and pattern of disease on CT scan in positive and negative transbronchial biopsies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Positive biopsy (n = 39)</th>
<th>Negative biopsy (n = 39)</th>
<th>p Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total lung score</td>
<td>11 (6, 20)</td>
<td>5.5 (4, 13)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reticular score</td>
<td>2 (0, 5)</td>
<td>0.5 (0, 3)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total nodular score</td>
<td>6 (2, 11)</td>
<td>4 (3, 6)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total consolidation score</td>
<td>0 (0, 1)</td>
<td>0 (0, 3)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ground-glass score</td>
<td>0 (0, 3)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are median (IQR). *Mann-Whitney U test.

Relationship between CT patterns and TBB yield

Sarcoidosis is associated with typical CT appearances of nodules (micro and macro), irregularly thickened bronchovascular bundles and interlobular septae, ground-glass opacity, consolidation with air bronchograms, fibrosis and honeycombing.11 12

In this study a reticular pattern significantly correlated with a positive TBB result. Although this pattern is often associated with fibrosis, it also includes thickened peribronchovascular interstitium and interlobular septae. Pathological studies have shown that granulomas with or without perigranulomatous inflammation form within connective tissue sheaths around pulmonary vessels and airways, and within interlobular lymphatics or veins respectively.13 It is therefore not surprising that biopsy specimens from these areas yield granulomas. Although a ground-glass appearance on the CT scan was originally thought to represent an alveolitis14 and may do in that biopsy specimens from these areas yield granulomas, small vessels and airways.13 Ground-glass density had a significant association with a positive TBB result, despite most patients in this cohort not having this pattern of disease and, when present, having upper lobe predominance. This probably reflects the fact that the very small granulomas responsible for this disease pattern are beyond the resolution of current CT scans and are more widespread than indicated radiologically. Although nodules are generally the most common parenchymal abnormality seen on CT scans in sarcoidosis, their distribution is patchy and the failure to demonstrate an association between this radiological pattern and a positive TBB result probably reflects sampling error.

Relationship between lesion CT score and TBB yield

Previous studies have shown that a positive TBB result is more likely from those lobes with greatest involvement on the chest radiograph.6 Data from this study are in keeping with those findings in that the extent of parenchymal disease on the CT scan in the lobe sampled is more significantly associated with a positive biopsy than the total extent of disease and, just as for the whole lung, a reticular and/or ground-glass pattern in the lobe sampled is associated with a positive TBB. The majority of TBB specimens in this study were taken from the right lower lobe, and it is not possible from retrospective documentation to know if this was due to that lobe being assessed as having the greatest parenchymal disease by the attending physician or because of ease of access. The yield of TBB in this study was increased to 67% in patients who had TBB specimens taken from the right lower lobe and had that lobe scored as the most diseased (ie, highest lobe CT score). It is therefore likely that a prospective study scoring CT distribution of disease and subsequent guidance of TBB to the lobe with the greatest involvement would yield an even greater association with a positive biopsy.

Relationship between BAL counts and TBB yield

We found a significantly higher percentage of lymphocytes and a lower percentage of neutrophils in patients with a positive TBB result. Only in 28 cases was the BAL fluid taken from the same lobe as the TBB specimen, but our own data from 40 patients with both upper and lower lobe BAL shows that there is little interlobar variation in the percentage of lymphocytes.15 Although one might expect this BAL profile to correlate with a ground-glass pattern on the CT scan, this was not observed.

Relationship between lung function and TBB yield

Earlier attempts have been made to determine if there is a relationship between the TBB result and pulmonary function parameters and symptom scores. Poe et al16 found an association between a positive TBB result and reduced TLCO and increased symptoms, but this was not independent of the chest radiographic stage of the disease. Koontz et al17 found that a positive TBB result was associated with a restricted FVC (<80% predicted) and higher cumulative symptom score, hypothesising that these are associated with more widespread granulomatous involvement. We found no correlation between lung function parameters and presenting symptoms in this study, although the retrospective nature makes it difficult to assess symptom severity confidently. Reduced percentage predicted TLCO was no longer a significant predictor of a positive TBB result. TLCO is no longer a significant predictor of a positive TBB result.

Table 4  Extent and pattern of disease on the CT scan within the lobe from which the biopsy was taken

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Positive biopsy (n = 35)</th>
<th>Negative biopsy (n = 32)</th>
<th>p Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total lobar score</td>
<td>3 (1, 4)</td>
<td>1 (1, 2)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobar reticular score</td>
<td>1 (0, 1)</td>
<td>0 (0, 1)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobar nodular score</td>
<td>1 (1, 2)</td>
<td>1 (1, 1)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobar consolidation score</td>
<td>0 (0, 0.5)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0.25)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobar ground-glass score</td>
<td>0 (0, 1)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are median (IQR). *Mann-Whitney U test.
Demographic features and TBB yield
A surprising outcome of this study was the strong correlation between a positive TBB result and female gender and a weaker correlation with increasing age which has not been reported previously. While we cannot explain the relationship with gender, it is possible that older patients were less likely to be thought to have sarcoidosis and were therefore more likely to have a biopsy even in the face of a typical scan, and hence a greater chance of a positive TBB yield. This is supported by the fact that the mean age of the cohort is older than our previous studies and other TBB studies reported.

Study limitations
As with any retrospective study, there were problems with incomplete data and potential varied clinical practice but, in selecting only those patients who had a CT scan within 6 weeks of bronchoscopy, the association of a positive TBB result with the CT score should be robust. A surprising finding of this study was the low yield of positive TBB for the cohort as a whole. The majority of patients had their CT scan before the diagnostic procedure, with possible selection bias introduced when including only those patients subsequently put forward for TBB. Our cohort could therefore be enriched with patients with more atypical CT features providing an explanation for the low diagnostic yield. Because of the small cohort size, comparison has been made between those with a positive biopsy and those without, the latter group containing those who had either a normal, inconclusive or inadequate biopsy. One could perhaps argue that those with a positive biopsy should be compared with those with a definite negative biopsy (excluding those who were considered inadequate (n = 4) or inconclusive (n = 9)), thus potentially removing any bias from the skill of the bronchoscopist. Such analysis increased the yield in the remaining sample to 61%, but showed that the same associations are significant except for total ground-glass score which becomes p = 0.06 (from p = 0.04). Considering other factors known to influence yield, the retrospective nature of this study did not allow accurate assessment of total number of biopsies taken and the experience of the bronchoscopist. There was, however, no significant improvement in yield when more than one lobe was sampled.

CONCLUSION
Patients with a suspected diagnosis of sarcoidosis increasingly undergo high-resolution CT scanning at presentation, both for staging and diagnostic purposes, and many of those patients will have parenchymal disease demonstrated on the CT scan without any visible interstitial change on the chest radiograph. Where histological confirmation is required, TBB is more likely to be positive in those with a greater extent of parenchymal disease on the CT scan, and we recommend that biopsies be taken from the lobe of greatest involvement, paying particular attention to the reticulon and ground-glass patterns.
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